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ABSTRACT  The results of genetic  fine structure experiments,  performed on the
amiA locus of Pneumococcus are summarized.  The peculiar feature  of transforma-
tion  genetics  is  that  a given  donor  marker mutation  transforms  with an  effi-
ciency characteristic  of the mutated site. In spite of this difficulty,  mapping pro-
cedures  have been  devised  and quantitative  recombination  studies performed.
It is  concluded from these  studies that transformation,  in this locus,  is the con-
sequence  of  frequent,  and  essentially  random  exchanges  occurring  between
donor  DNA  and  the  chromosomal  DNA  of  the  recipient  cell.  The  average
length of uninterrupted  donor  DNA polynucleotide  strand which could  be in-
serted into the chromosome of a transformed cell is estimated, from genetic data,
to  be  probably  not  greater  than 3.105  daltons  (for a  double-stranded  inser-
tion). It is proposed,  on the basis of genetic  evidence,  that following essentially
random exchanges  between  donor DNA and  recipient chromosome,  a revision
process,  specific  for certain  types of mutated  sites,  occurs. The revision  process
appears  to remove  preferentially  donor  DNA sequences  from the  primary  re-
combinant structure, and allow repair along the chromosomal template, leading
to low efficiency  in the genetic  integration  of these sites.  A mechanism  for this
"destruction-choice"  process  is  presented,  and  evidence  in  support  of  this
mechanism  discussed.
With  the  discovery,  published  in  1951,  of recombination  between  mutant
type  III capsular  transforming  factors,  known to  be composed  essentially  if
not exclusively  of DNA,  it was  postulated for the  first  time that recombina-
tion at the molecular level involves the reassortment of subunits smaller than
the DNA  molecules  which were  effecting  these  transformations.  To the  ex-
tent that transforming  agents  could be  identified  with  genes,  recombination
could  be  seen  to  reassort, units  smaller,  also,  than  genes.  At that  time,  the
possibility  was raised that recombination  of transforming DNA might involve
the  actual  physical  exchange  of subunits,  of  DNA,  much  as  chromosomal
crossing-over  is  believed  to reassort subunits of chromosomes,  through break-
age and rejoining.  An  alternate  possibility  was,  however,  proposed,  namely:
".  . it  should  nevertheless  be  kept in mind  that no one  has  the  slightest
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notion  of how  even  the  smallest  autoreproducing  unit is  duplicated,  and  it
is quite  possible  that  the  'crossing-over  of molecules'  is  only  apparent.  For
example,  if two  transforming  agents  were  properly  juxtaposed  in  the  cell,
parts of each might be copied  for reproduction  of a  daughter cell."  (1)  This
second  possibility  was  reminiscent  of a  hypothesis  advanced  by  Belling  in
1933  (2)  in  order  to  explain  crossing-over  in  higher  organisms  without  in-
voking  chromosomal  breaks,  and is known  as  the "copy-choice"  theory.
Although  today we have rather precise  ideas  of how DNA and RNA  mol-
ecules  must be  reproduced,  owing to  the flood  of experimentation  to  which
the Watson-Crick model of DNA structure  gave rise, we are  far from having
the  same degree  of precision  in our picture of the  recombination  process.  It
became  clear  in  1961  from the  work of Meselson  and Weigle  (3),  and  Kel-
lenberger,  Zichichi,  and  Weigle  (4),  that recombination  can involve  actual
physical  exchanges  between  DNA  molecules.  Further,  the  work  of  Benzer
(5)  showed that the ultimate subunit of recombination  is in all probability  a
nucleotide,  or a nucleotide  pair.  We do not know,  however,  whether  or not
copy-choice  is also a very important recombination  mechanism,  and, indeed,
there  is  real  need  of this  general  type  of mechanism  to  explain  features  of
genetic  data.  The  physicochemical  approach,  developed  by  Meselson  and
Weigle,  and exploited  by Bodmer and  Ganesan  (6), and  Fox and  Allen  (7),
and others  (8),  is hardly suited to study of this question. Yet until it is studied
successfully,  our knowledge  of the recombination  process will remain incom-
plete.
I  shall  present today  the results  of the  genetic  experiments  performed  by
my group,  because  this is the  special contribution  I can make  to the present
symposium.  I  share  my  colleagues'  enthusiasm  for  modern  experimental
techniques, but also am convinced that if we are to use bacterial  transforma-
tion systems for analyzing molecular  recombination,  we must first of all have
a very detailed  genetic description of recombination  in transformation.  Con-
sequently,  one of the major  objectives  in my laboratory  for  the past  5 years
has  been  to  obtain that  description,  which  has  been  conspicuously  lacking
until now.  Following  presentation  of our results,  discussion  will focus on  two
questions.  (a)  Does  the  image  of recombination  obtained  through  genetic
crossing coincide  with  that presented  to us on  the basis  of physical-chemical
studies?  (b)  Is  there  any  evidence  for  or  against  some  form  of copy-choice
operating  in determining the final  structure of a recombinant chromosome?
Good  genetic fine structure  work requires  a suitable  experimental  system.
At the  outset,  our  criterion  of a  good  system  was that it should  be  possible
to  score  quantitatively  transformation  (or  mutations)  of  wild-type  cells  to
mutant ones,  and the reverse:  mutant cells back  to wild type.  Sicard  (9)  de-
veloped  a  synthetic  medium  for  culture  of  our  pneumococcal  strains,  with
which  he  was  able  to  ascertain  that a  class  of  aminopterin-resistant  muta-
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tions,  long  suspected  as  possessing  increased  nutritional  requirements,  were
not in  fact  characterized  by increased  auxotrophy,  but, rather,  an  extreme
sensitivity  to  an  imbalance  in  the  molar  ratios  of  isoleucine,  leucine,  and
valine.  The two properties  of this  class of mutations,  i.e.  aminopterin  resist-
ance  and  sensitivity  to  an  imbalance  of branched  amino  acids,  cannot  be
separated  by recombination.  They  are  the consequence  of single mutational
events  in  a  particular  region  of the  pneumococcal  genome.  Owing  to  this
fact,  circumstances  are exceedingly  favorable  for genetic  fine structure  work
in the  aminopterin resistance  region  (amiA  region).
M
OR
+  FIGURE  1.  Diagram  of  reciprocal  one-
+  point transformation  crosses.  HE, high ef-
DEFINE  EFFICIENCY  OF  GENETIC  INTEGRATION  ficiency.  LE,  low efficiency.  Lines  repre-
H  E  SITES: · E  I  sent either the bacterial  chromosome,  or
L  E  SITES:  0  E = 0.1  double-stranded  donor DNA molecules.
The One-Point Reciprocal Cross
This type  of genetic  cross  is uniquely  possible  in  genetic  systems of unequal
parental  contribution.  We  examine  the  frequency  with  which  a  particular
mutation, located on a fragment of a genome  (such as a DNA molecule),  be-
comes  inserted  into  a whole  chromosome.  This  is  what the  very  first  trans-
formation  experiments  involved.  In the  crossing  system  we  have  developed
for  the  amiA  region  of  the  pneumococcal  genome,  we  may  perform  these
crosses  in  two  ways:  (a)  normal  (wild-type)  aminopterin-sensitive  cells  may
be  transformed  for  resistance,  with  DNA  from  a  resistant  donor,  and  the
transformants scored by plating in complete medium containing  aminopterin
(0.5 to  1 X  10- 5 M);  (b)  resistant cells may be transformed back  to wild type
by  DNA  from  aminopterin-sensitive  cells,  and  transformants  selectively
scored in synthetic medium  containing  an  excess of isoleucine  (or leucine  or
valine).  We can  measure, in  this type of cross,  the efficiency  with which  any
marked  point is recombined  into a complete  chromosome,  and in our system
do this  in both  possible  directions  of crossing  (Fig.  1).  Notice  that  an odd
number  of  exchanges  is  required  on  either  side  of  the  marked  point,
yielding an even number of total exchanges.  A feature of these crosses is that
there are  no apparent restrictions  as to how  close  to the marked  site the  ex-
changes  need  occur.  In  this, and  in  all subsequent  crosses,  variations  in  the
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amount  of DNA taken  up by  cells  of a competent  culture  are  corrected  for
by relating the frequency  of the  event under study  to the frequency  of trans-
formation for  a standard  marker  gene  located  on a  different  DNA fragment
(10,  11).  The reference  gene used  is  a streptomycin  resistance  gene,  str-r41,
and efficiency  is  expressed  as  the ratio  of amiA-r (or  amiA-s)  to str-r41 trans-
formants.  The some 85 amiA-r mutations  thus far examined prove  to fall into
two  nonoverlapping  efficiency  classes,  whose  means  differ  by  a factor  of  10:
high-efficiency  (HE) mutations  yielding  a ratio  of  1 relative  to the reference
gene,  and  low-efficiency  (LE)  mutations,  a  ratio  of 0.1.  This  result  is  inde-
pendent  of the  direction  of the cross.  We  have  already  published  an  exten-
sive report on the distinguishing  properties  of the  two  efficiency classes  (12),
which  I  shall  not review.  Suffice  it  to  say  that genetic  evidence  shows  that
HE mutations  may  be  of two  sorts: point mutations  and small  deletions.  LE
mutations  seem  to  be,  thus  far,  only  point mutations.  Efficiency  is  site-spe-
cific,  and remarkably constant under a variety of conditions.
Recently,  Lacks  (13)  has  reported  extensive  fine  structure  work  in  the
maltase locus of Pneumococcus, his results differing somewhat from ours.  Many
of  his  mutations  are  deletions,  and  the  proven  deletions  show  efficiencies
which range  from high to low. Indeed,  an inverse  correlation  is observed be-
tween  efficiency and the length deleted,'  small deletions having the efficiency
of our HE  class  (in agreement with our results),  and large ones having  effi-
ciencies as low  as our LE class. Among the mutations  believed on the basis of
genetic  evidence  to  be point  mutations,  Lacks  discerns  4  efficiency  classes,
and  advances  the  interesting  speculation  that  these  classes  correspond  to
classes  of transitions  and  transversions.  The difference  in the number  of effi-
ciency  classes  observed  in  Lacks's  experiments,  as  opposed  to ours,  may  be
real, or may be due to difficulties in screening  out deletion-type  mutations  in
his  experiments.  Thus  far,  in  spite  of extensive  mapping,  only  one  proven
deletion  has been. found  in the  amiA region,  suggesting  that point mutations
in this region very readily result in an altered gene product. This in turn may
eliminate  a classification  problem  for  us,  deletion  mutations  being  virtually
absent.
In  1959  (14,  15),  an  LE  mutation  in  an  entirely  different  region  of the
pneumococcal  genome  (optochin  resistance  opt-r,  then  symbolized  by  Qb)
was shown to penetrate  into the competent  cell  as readily  as  the  HE  str-r41
gene.  This  could  be  done  by  allowing  competent  wild-type  cells  to  absorb
for  4 min  DNA  bearing  the  two  genes,  destroying  unabsorbed  DNA  with
DNAase,  washing  the cells  free  of fragments,  and  placing  them in  medium
at  37°C  for further growth.  Samples  of the  cells were  removed  at intervals,
1 However, it should  be noted that M. B. Rotheim  and  A.  W.  Ravin  (Proc.  Nat. Acad.  Sc.  1964,
52, 30)  do  not find such  a correlation.  A large multisite mutation  in the str-r locus  shows  the same
efficiency  as the recombining sites  which it apparently covers.
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lysed,  and their marker-gene  content assayed on wild-type  cells. The opt-r/str-
r41 transformant ratio obtained with the input DNA was  1/8.  In the  earliest
extracted  DNA sample,  opt-r and str-r4l transformants  could  be obtained  in
the  assay strain at a  ratio of  1/16. Three  min later,  extracts yielded  the two
types of transformants at a ratio of 1/50, following which the ratio remained
at a value of approximately  1/64.  Clearly, the  LE gene was being  destroyed
inside the cell  to an extent equivalent to its probability  of genetic integration.
It was suggested  at that time that following penetration  into the cell, the LE
marker was rapidly destroyed,  probably  by the recombination  process  itself.
To explain  why  one  marker gene  was destroyed  during  recombination  and
the  other not,  it was  suggested  that the  LE gene  opt-r was a complex  locus,
of appreciable  dimensions,  capable  of being split  by recombination.  Indeed,
opt-r transformants  are  occasionally  observed  having  a  lower  level  of resist-
ance than that possessed  by the DNA donor, indicating that such segregation
may  be occurring.  Were  the  recombination  process  to  involve  breakage  of
the donor DNA template,  followed by insertion in a chromosome  and rejoin-
ing of broken ends,  we could  well  understand  why  the intracellular  concen-
tration  of opt-r genes  would  decrease  during  recombination.  We  have  every
reason  to believe  that the LE mutations in  the amiA-r region  behave  as does
the  opt-r gene,  once  inside  the  cell.  These  mutations  are,  however,  almost
certainly point  mutations,  and we cannot postulate  the same mechanism  for
their destruction.  Some  peculiar  feature  of their structure must  single  them
out  for  destruction,  presumably  as  part  of  the  recombination  process.  We
shall  return to this point at the  end of my report.
Two-Point Transformation Crosses in the amiA Region
In these  crosses  we  are  treating  cells  bearing  one amiA-r mutation by DNA
from  cells bearing an independent  amiA-r  mutation,  and examining  whether
wild-type  recombinants  are  produced  (Fig.  2).  If the  two mutations  are  at
different  sites,  wild-type  recombinants  will  occur,  and their  frequency,  rela-
tive to  transformants  for  the  str-r4l gene,  may  be  scored.  To  obtain  such
recombinants  an  odd number  of exchanges  must occur  on  each side  of the
mutation  in the  recipient  chromosome,  as  in  one-point  crosses.  However,
there  is a significant  difference between  one- and two-point crosses:  the pres-
ence  of a mutation  in the donor DNA  imposes  a  restriction  on one  side,  as
to where the  exchanges  may occur.  The mutant  site in the donor  molecule
must be excluded.  Clearly,  the closer the mutant  site in  the donor is to that
in  the recipient,  the harder it ought to be  to exclude the donor site.  This  is
the principle applied  for genetic mapping,  which  can be done quite  success-
fully  (16).
One remarkable  feature of recombination  in transformation  emerges  from
two-point  crosses,  namely,  the role of the efficiency  of mutant sites  as trans-
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forming agents,  in determining  the actual recombination frequency  observed
(11,  16).  When the  two  mutations involved  in  such  crosses  are  of  different
efficiency,  the  recombination  frequency  observed  will  be  dependent  on  the
efficiency  with  which the  mutant site in  the recipient chromosome can  be  eliminated
from the chromosome.  In our experiments,  in which  we  have  two  efficiency
classes differing  by a factor  of ten,  crosses in reverse  polarity give  wild-type
recombinants  at  frequencies  which  differ  in  general  by a factor  of ten  (see
Fig.  2). This  is  a  very peculiar  result,  in  view of  the  fact  that the  distance
between  the two mutant sites is really the same in both directions of crossing.
In spite of this feature  of transformation  genetics,  it has been  possible to map
our mutants  with complete  certainty,  by methods  which I shall not describe
TWO-POINT  CROSSES:  SELECTION  FOR  ++.
ROLE  OF  EFFICIENCY  OF  MUTANT  SITE  RECIPIENT
A  +
+  +
RESTRICTED  EXCHANGE
CROSS  A YIELDS  >>  ++ RECOMBINANTS  THAN  CROSS  B,  FIGURE  2.  Diagram of reciprocal
WHEN  U IS EITHER  TO  RIGHT  OR LEFT  OF · two-point transformation  crosses.
here since they have been published (16).  Fig. 3 shows the map obtained with
56 mutations,  mapping in 43  sites.  You can  see that the high-efficiency  mu-
tants,  the  minority  class  indicated  in  heavy  numerals  to the  left of the  line
representing the chromosome,  are distributed  along the length of the mapped
region.
I have stressed  above the magnitude  of the effect  on recombination  of the
efficiency  of the event  which  eliminates the mutant site in the  recipient cell.
We can now ask whether the efficiency  of the mutant site in the donor DNA
plays  any role in determining wild-type  recombinant frequency  in two-point
crosses.  One type of experiment  relevant  to this question  is  shown in Fig.  4.
Here we compare  the frequency  of  +  +  recombinants  observed in crosses  of
the same recipient,  bearing  either an HE  or LE site,  (a) with a donor DNA
bearing  an  HE site  and  (b) with  a  donor DNA bearing  an LE  site showing
very low  recombination  values  with  the  donor  site  of  cross  (a).  In both  of
these crosses, it is the length L which is  (a) solely or  (b)  primarily determining
recombinant  frequency.  It is  found  that  such  crosses  yield  recombinants  at
the same frequency,  thus showing that the ease with which the donor mutant
site is recombined  into  (or out of) the chromosome  plays no role in determin-
ing the ultimate frequency  of wild-type  recombinants.
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The fact that the efficiency  of the mutant site in the donor has no role in determining
the  recovery  of  +  +  recombinants in  two-point  crosses  has  constituted  a  major
obstacle  in formulating  an explanation  of what  efficiency  is  about.  Obvious
hypotheses  such  as faulty  pairing  of the donor  and recipient  strands  in the
region of LE mutations are excluded  by this fact,  since  faulty pairing would
create difficulties whether  the LE gene were in the recipient  or in the donor.
We shall return to this question  in a moment.
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FIGuRE  3.  Map  of the  amiA region,  made  by two-point  crossing  experiments.  Figure
reprinted by permission from  Genetics,  1965,  52,  1207.
Three-Point Transformation Crosses in the amiA  region
Let  us  first  of all  consider  the  results  of  three-point  transformation  crosses.
In these  crosses,  one of the two parents  bears  two mutations  in the amiA re-
gion and the other, one, the position  of the latter being varied at the experi-
menter's  choice.  In practice,  it is convenient  to use the  doubly mutant cells
as  recipients,  crossing  them with a  series  of donor  DNA's,  bearing,  each,  a
mapped  mutation  (Fig.  5).  The purpose  of such  experiments  is  to  measure
how  intensely  exchanges  are  occurring  along  the  heterozygous  structure,
and whether  they are occurring  independently  of each other.
We  can  measure  the  independence  and  intensity  of exchanges  in  these
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TWO-POINT  CROSSES.  ROLE  OF  EFFICIENCY  OF
MUTANT  SITE  IN  DONOR
THIS  CROSS:
+  +
COMPARED  TO:  L
"-i
FREQUENCIES  OF  ++  RECOMBINANTS  EQUAL.
AN  EFFECT  IS ABSENT
FIGURE  4.  Diagram  of  transfor-
mation  crosses  designed  to  test
whether  the  efficiency  of the  mu-
tant  site  in  the  donor DNA influ-
ences  the recovery of wild type  re-
combinants in two-point crosses.
crosses  in  several  ways.  For  example,  given  the  restricted  exchange  in  the
first or third three-point cross of Fig. 5, we can calculate what the probability
is that a second exchange  will occur in the "forbidden"  region lying between
the mutant sites in the recipient, and determine whether it is the same as the
normal recombination frequency of the two genes which delimit the forbidden
region,  as  measured  in  two-point  crosses  (Fig.  6).  Another  calculation  we
THREE-POINT  CROSSING.  SELECTION  FOR  WILD  TYPE
+ +  E  0.05
RESTRICTED  UNRESTRICTED
RETRICTEN  UNRESTRICTED
__  __
UNRESTRICTED  RESTRICTED
ARE  EXCHANGES  INDEPENDENT  OF  EACH  OTHER?
FIGuRE  5.  Diagram of three-point
transformation  crosses.  These have
been  performed  also  with  doubly
mutant recipient cells in which one
of the  mutant  sites  is  a  high-effi-
ciency site.
can make is whether those recombinants  in which there is no exchange in the
forbidden region,  in the first or third three-point  cross, give rise to exchanges
in the restricted region  as often as if the recipient contained  only the mutated
site defining the restricted exchanges  (two-point cross).  This second compari-
son is shown in Table I, and one sees that the frequency  of the restricted  ex-
change is the same in the two- and three-point  crosses.
Another  example  is  furnished  by the  second  three-point  cross  of  Fig.  5.
We  can  measure  in two  two-point  crosses  the  probabilty  of each  restricted
exchange  occurring  individually.  We  can  then  determine  from  the  three-
point cross the frequency with which both exchanges occur and see whether it is
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equal to the product of the probabilities  of each exchange  occurring  individ-
ually,  as  expected  if exchanges  are  taking place  independently.  Our meas-
urements on this type of cross show strong positive interference  (one exchange
decreasing  the  apparent  occurrence  of  a  second)  when  the  donor  mutant
site lies fairly distant from either site in the recipient.  Conversely, if the donor
site  is  very  near  one  of the  recipient  sites,  interference  is  absent,  or  much
lower (Table  II). We suspect that in these  crosses we are not truly encounter-
ing interference,  in the  genetical  sense  of  this  word,  so  much  as  a  further
complication  arising from  the phenomenon  of efficiency.  Interference  would
be expected  to be stronger  for donor sites nearest one  of the  flanking markers
of the recipient,  not the reverse.  It so happens that all  the donor sites in our
COMPARE:  A
+
XOR  <  ,  RESTRCTED  EXCHANGE
UNRESTRICTED
EXCHANGE
WITH: B
+  ---
+t  ~  *  'KRESTRICTED  EXCHANGE
FORBIDDEN  EXCHANGE  FIGURE  6.  Diagram  of  one  type
UNRESTRICTED  EXCHANGE  of comparison  which can be made
IN  B,  RECOMBINANTS  DECREASE  IN  PROPORTION  TO  of the exchange frequencies in two-
MAP  DISTANCE  and three-point  crosses.
best analyzed  three-point  crosses  of the  second  type  are low-efficiency  sites,
and we suspect that had they been HE sites,  this anomalous result would not
be found.  Crosses  to test this point are  under way.
In conclusion, therefore, we can say that exchanges are occurring frequently
and essentially  independently of each other in the mapped  segment we  have
studied,  the apparent  exception being  when a cross  involves  a low-efficiency
site lying midway  between two flanking  sites in the  recipient.
One would like to know what lengths of polynucleotide  chains are actually
delimited  by the sets of genetic  markers  used in these  crosses.  This can only
be a matter of conjecture  at present, but since conjectures often reveal  which
experiments  need  doing,  it is worthwhile  to see what  sorts of limits one  can
set  on  the lengths  involved.  The length  of the  map which  is  delimited  by
sites  r31 and  r2, the  sites  in  the  recipient  used  in  the  crosses  examined  in
Tables I and II, represents  200 to 300 times the length defined  by the lowest
recombination  values  observed.  If one  supposes  that this latter  value corre-
sponds to  the frequency  of recombination  between adjacent  base  pairs,  then
the  delimited  region  would  be  200  to  300  base  pairs  long.  Our  data  show
that it is not unusual for several  exchanges  to occur within this length.
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Turning  now  to  the  lowest  recombination  frequencies  measured,  which,
as we  have said,  may be between adjacent  base pairs,  we can derive another
approximation of the  distances separating  two exchanges.  The closest pair of
low-efficiency  markers  recombine  with  a  frequency  of  1.5  X  10- 4. On the
TABLE  I
CROSS OF RECIPIENT r31-r2  BY VARIOUS DONOR DNA'S BEARING
A THIRD  amiA-r MUTATION,  LYING EITHER TO  LEFT OR
RIGHT OF  THE REGION  DELIMITED  BY  THE TWO
MUTATIONS  IN THE  RECIPIENT
Exchanges  in restricted region
Donor marker  2-point cross 
3
-point  cross
%  %
Left of interval r31-r2  r29  37.2  34.3
r20  29.8  27.1
r24  26.4  20.7
r6  15  11.6
Right of interval  r31-r2  r52  4.32  2.12
r50  5.37  2.25
r12  8.78  11.7
r28  36.3  28.5
TABLE  II
CROSS  OF  RECIPIENT  r31-r2 BY  DONOR  DNA'S  BEARING  A
THIRD  amiA  MUTATION  LYING  BETWEEN  r31 AND  r2
Frequencies  of 2 restricted switches
Calculated  from  Observed in
Donor marker  2-point crosses  3-point cross  O/C
Near r31  r26  0.00228  0.00272  1.19
r43  0.0825  0.0039  0.047
r7  0.0943  0.00284  0.030
rll  0.0838  0.00295  0.035
r25  0.0648  0.00212  0.033
r27  0.078  0.0032  0.041
Near r2  r34  0.023  0.00201  0.087
other  hand,  a  donor  DNA  molecule  contains  an  average  of  104  base  pairs
(for  a  molecular  weight  of  6  X  106).  This  minimal  recombination  value
could  be  taken  to  mean  that  a little  more  than one  random  exchange  per
donor  molecule  is  occurring,  the probability  of  its  occurring  between  any
two  adjacent bases  being  1/104. However, the closest  adjacent high-efficiency
sites  recombine with  10 times this frequency.  If we  use this value,  somewhat
more  than  ten random  exchanges  per donor  molecule  might  be  predicted.
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We  know,  however,  that a  minimum  of two exchanges  is required  in order
to produce  a viable  recombinant chromosome.  We arrive,  thus,  at values  of
2 or something of the order of twenty exchanges  per donor molecule,  depend-
ing  on which  class of sites  we are using for the calculation.  If an exchange  is
the  equivalent  of breakage  and  eventual  rejoining,  the inserted  donor frag-
ment could  be on the  average  of molecular  weight  of either  2.106  or 3  106,
if double-stranded,  or half of these values,  if single-stranded,  again depending
on which  class  of sites  we use  for calculation.
How can we arrive at a conjecture as to which value  (if either)  is a realistic
estimate  of  the  number  of exchanges  per  donor  molecule?  One way  is  to
study  how  genetic  linkage  decreases  as  a  function  of distance,  in  two-point
crosses  involving,  on the  one  hand,  a  high-efficiency  recipient,  and  on the
other,  a  low-efficiency  recipient.  If linkage  decreases  rapidly  for both  types
of recipients,  we  can  be  sure  that  a  high number  of exchanges  is  involved,
but if it decreases  slowly,  a low number will  be indicated.  We have shown in
the past that the relationship between  recombination  frequency and distance
is linear  and  additive  up  to  about  25%  recombination,  irrespective  of the
efficiency  of  the  mutant  site  in  the  recipient  (16).  Our  three-point  crosses
clearly show that exchanges  are frequent and essentially  random, so that the
departure from additivity,  as distances increase beyond  this value, is certainly
due  to  additional  exchanges  occurring  along  the  hybrid region.  Inspection
of our data shows that long before we have traveled even a third of the mapped
region,  itself only a portion of a molecule,  multiple exchanges  are occurring.
Further,  genetic  linkage  has  virtually  disappeard  when  marker  genes  are
separated  by two-thirds  of the distance mapped  (16).  Twenty exchanges per
donor  DNA  molecule  would  more  nearly  account  for  these  results  than  2,
and  is probably  even not  enough.  Twenty pairs  of exchanges  would  delimit
a  polynucleotide  chain  of  the  order  of  3  105  molecule  weight,  if double-
stranded,  or one-half  of this,  if single-stranded.
The characteristics  of the  curve relating  map distance  and  recombination
frequency  (16)  demonstrate  another  point, namely,  that the region of linear
rise in  recombination  values,  as a function  of distance  between  sites  in  two-
point crosses,  has the same slope irrespective  of the efficiency of the mutation
in the  recipient, though  the  absolute  values differ  by  a factor of  10.  This in-
dicates  that the  basic  mechanism  of exchanges  is  the  same,  whether  it is  a
high-  or low-efficiency  site that is  to be excluded from the recipient chromo-
some.  For  this reason we  feel  that we are dealing with a basic "cutting  out"
process  through  which  donor  and  recipient  polynucleotide  sequences  are
reasserted  and that this process  must be the same in all  crosses.  We are left,
then,  with the possibility that in crosses with low-efficiency  sites in the recip-
ient, there is a revision process which sets in posterior to the cutting out proc-
ess,  which rejects the wild-type site in the donor DNA,  needed  to replace the
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mutant site in the recipient in order  to obtain a wild-type recombinant.  Fol-
lowing  the  discovery  of excision  enzymes  as the  agents  of dark  repair  of ul-
traviolet  damage  in DNA  (17,  18),  their intervention  in recombination  has
been  shown  to  be probable  (19).  Caffeine,  known to  inhibit dark  repair  in
E. coli and D. pneumoniae (20),  is without effect on the efficiency of the marker
genes  of the amiA region  (20,  21).  A number of other purines or purine ana-
logues  have  been  tested  for  an effect  on the  efficiency  of our  marker  genes,
CROSS:  SUPPOSE  PAIRING  OF  SINGLE  STRANDS
*  +
+
PRIMARY  RECOMBINANT  STRUCTURE  YIELDING  -++
*·~  ~  +
FOLLOWED  EVENTUALLY  BY JOINING  OF ENDS,
AND  REPLICATION
CORRECTION  STEP,  SELECTIVE  FOR  DONOR STRAND,
9  TIMES  OUT  OF 10
+
REPAIR  THROUGH  LOCAL  SYNTHESIS  AND  JOINING
*  +
WILD-TYPE  SITE  OF  DONOR  CORRECTED  OUT,  9 TIMES  OUT OF  10
FIGURE  7.  Diagram of a recombination  mechanism involving pairing of single-stranded
donor DNA with the complementary  region of one strand of the recipient chromosome-
followed by local correcting  out of a low-efficiency donor site. The basic exchange mecha,
nism creates,  in this model,  a potential  wild-type  recombinant.  Excision  is  presumed  to
occur at the level of the low-efficiency site, removing the donor site preferentially.  Repair
along  the complementary  strand derived from  the recipient restores  the mutant condi-
tion of the chromosome. In these,  and subsequent diagrams,  each line represents  a single
polynucleotide  strand.
and have  been  found  to have  none  (22).  While  these  experiments  lend  no
support  to  the  idea  that  dark  repair  enzymes  are  involved  in determining
efficiency,  we believe that "correcting  out"  of low-efficiency  donor sites  is in
fact operating, because such a mechanism can account for all the anomalies of
the  genetic  data thus  far encountered.  Indeed,  we  can  account for observa-
tions  cited  above,  reported  in  1960  and  1961  (14,  15),  according  to which
low-efficiency  markers  undergo  destruction  inside  the  cell,  during  the  re-
combination  process. An excision mechanism would account for such destruc-
tion  very  well.  A  second  feature,  reported  also  some years  ago,  was  that  a
low-efficiency  gene  is  transmitted  to progeny earlier  than the high-efficiency
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gene.  We shall  see below how this second property can also be accounted  for
by the excision theory.
Let us now examine the idea of excision being responsible for the efficiency
of a  particular  site  as  a  transforming  agent.  Let  us  assume  that a primary
recombinant  structure  is  formed  between  single  complementary  strands  of
donor  DNA  and  recipient  chromosomal  DNA,  during  replication.  If the
pairing  of the  complements  were  in competition  with localized  synthesis of
new DNA,  we  would arrive at a hybrid  structure  like  that shown  in Fig  7.
CROSS:  SUPPOSE  PAIRING  OF  SINGLE  STRANDS
+
+ 
PRIMARY  RECOMBINANT  STRUCTURE,  NOT YIELDING  WILD  TYPE
*  +
</-  + 
CORRECTION  STEP.  SELECTIVE  FOR  DONOR  STRAND  9 TIMES
OUT  OF  10
HALF  OF CORRECTIONS:
<  +
SHOULD  CONVERT  TO:
*  +
'  +  +
WHICH  GIVES  RISE  TO ONE  ++  CELL  ON  REPLICATION.
++ SHOULD  BE  MORE  FREQUENT  THAN  EXPECTED,  BUT
IN  FACT  ARE  NOT
FIGURE  8.  The  correcting  mechanism  postulated  in  Fig.  7  is  expected  to  convert
mutant  recombinants  to  wild-type  recombinants.  Since  this  does  not  happen,  highly
localized excision  cannot  be evoked  to explain  low efficiency.
The unpaired  portions of donor DNA could  be removed by cuts,  or nuclease
action,  and  a hybrid complementary  strand formed  by joining  of  ends.  At
the  first  cell  division  posterior  to DNA  uptake,  a  pure  nontransformed  cell
would  be  segregated  from a cell  bearing  a  hybrid  heteroduplex  (one strand
unchanged,  one  strand recombinant).  At the  second  division,  another  pure
untransformed  cell would be formed and segregated from a pure transformed
one. This model predicts  that a donor marker would  not be replicated  until
the second  chromosomal  division  after DNA  uptake,  and  not transmitted  to
sister  cells  until  third  division  following  DNA  uptake,  a  prediction  which
has been  borne  out  experimentally  for high-efficiency  donor  genes  (15,  23).
Let  us now suppose  that when  a low-efficiency  site  is included  in  the  pri-
mary recombinant  structure,  in  the  heteroduplex  state,  an excision  enzyme
recognizes some feature of the structure  (absence of pairing between  one base
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of each complement?)  and excises  one strand in the region recognized,  choos-
ing to excise the donor strand nine times out of ten, but choosing the recipient
strand for excision, the remaining  time. This would account for low efficiency.
The  difficulty  with  this  hypothesis  as it  stands  is  that  it  predicts  that  it
should make a  difference  whether  the donor site to be excluded  in two-point
crosses is a high- or low-efficiency mutant.  (In fact,  the efficiency of the donor
mutant site is without consequence  for the recombination  values  observed in
two-point  crosses.)  Fig.  8  shows  why  the  hypothesis  makes  this  prediction.
Let us take the case  in which  the primary recombinant  structure  has included
SUPPOSE  CORRECTION  INVOLVES  EXTENSIVE  DESTRUCTION  OF
STRAND  CHOSEN:
FOR  POTENTIAL  ++ RECOMBINANT:
*  +
RESULT  SAME  AS  FOR  HIGHLY  LOCAL  CORRECTION
BUT  POTENTIAL  NON  ++ RECOMBINANT,
*p  ~  +
+
REMAINS  A  NON  ++ FOLLOWING  CORRECTION
FIGURE  9.  The  model  proposed in Fig.  7 may be modified  by  supposing that  the cor-
recting  mechanism  excises  a long  stretch  of the donor  DNA strand.  It then  yields  the
results  observed  in reciprocal  two-point  crosses.
the  donor-mutated  site,  and  has  not  prepared  the  way  for  emergence  of  a
wild-type  recombinant.  The  proposed  correcting  mechanism  should  excise
the mutant donor  site nine times  out of ten,  and following  repair  along  the
chromosomal  complement,  cause the formation  of more  wild-type recombin-
ants than one would expect on the basis of map  distance.  This is not observed.
This difficulty is removed  if we  modify our hypothesis  to suppose  that the
excision  process is extensive  once it gets started,  so that an appreciable  length
of the  chosen  strand  is  removed.  Fig.  9  shows  why.  Whether  we  propose
localized  or extended  excision,  the  fate  of  a primary  recombinant  structure
which  is a potential  wild-type recombinant  will be the  same: nine times  out
of ten, the potential  wild-type recombinant  will be converted  back to an un-
transformed  cell. In contrast, a primary recombinant which is not a potential
wild type will not be converted to wild type if  the excision process is extensive,  for the
excision process will remove  the wild-type  site of the donor strand  as well  as
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the mutant  site,  and  the repaired  chromosome  will be  like the original  re-
cipient chromosome.
Two lines of experimental  evidence  strongly support  the notion of excision
as determining efficiency,  and show that excision must be extensive.
The first  line of evidence  bearing on excision comes from the  study of the
results  of two-point  crosses in  which  two mutant sites  of different  efficiency
are  in  the  cis position  (Fig.  10)  as  opposed  to  the  trans position  (Fig.  2).  If
extensive  excision  of the donor strand  is occurring,  we should  observed  it in
the  cis  crosses  as  a  drastic  reduction  of the  probability  of  the  high-efficiency
site  being incorporated  into a chromosome.  In the cross which  we shall con-
sider here, of wild-type cells by r36-r39 DNA,  70%  of all the cells incorporat-
DONOR  DNA's:
r36  r39
AND
r39  r33
CROSS:
+  +
RECOMBINANT  TYPES:
FiGURE  10.  Diagram of two-point
-- .-  crosses  with the mutant sites in cis
position, and where the sites are of
-- - *  *  ---  different efficiency  classes.
ing one site should also incorporate the other,  because of their relatively  close
linkage.  If the high-efficiency  site retains  its  efficiency,  there should  be  one
transformant  bearing  this  site  (r36) for  each str-r41 transformant.  Of these,
0.3  would  be  expected  not  to  have  included  the  low-efficiency  site  (r39).
Of the remaining  0.7  which  ought  to contain  both,  only one-tenth,  or 0.07
should in fact also  contain site r39 in  view of the low efficiency  of the latter.
We  might expect  the  remaining 0.63  to  bear only the r36 site as  a result of
the exclusion  mechanism operating for r39. Total  transformants bearing only
the r39 site would be expected at a ratio of 0.03,  relative to str-r41 transform-
ants.  Total  amiA  transformants  should  be,  then,  about  1.1  relative  to  the
str-r41 transformants.  The  observed  total,  however,  proves  to  be  0.2.  The
different  types  of amiA  segregants  recovered  are  shown  in  Table  III.  It is
quite  clear that there is  a strong deficiency  of single transformations  for  the
high-efficiency  marker gene,  and not for the other classes.  The process which
excludes  the  low-efficiency  donor site  effectively  excludes  the  high-efficiency
site when it is in a  cis relationship  to the former site.  The extensive  excision
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mechanism  very beautifully  accounts for this result,  which we  have now  ob-
served  in three  other crosses involving  different pairs  of marker  genes in the
cis position.
One  final  bit of information  should  be added  concerning  the  segregants,
and that  is that once the r36 mutation  has segregated  from the r39 mutation,
it  shows  an  efficiency  which  is  entirely  normal,  namely,  1 relative  to  the
str-r41 transformants.
The second  line  of evidence  in favor  of excision  comes from  the mode  of
transmission  of acquired  genes  to  daughter  cells  at successive  divisions  fol-
lowing DNA uptake.  As mentioned  above,  it was  established  some time  ago
that whereas the high-efficiency str-r41 gene is usually transmitted to daughter
TABLE  III
RESULTS  OF  A  TWO-POINT  CROSS WITH  MUTANT
MARKER  GENES  IN  THE  cis POSITION
Wild-type cells were transformed  by DNA from cells bearing amiA mutations
r36 (high-efficiency)  and r39 (low-efficiency),  as well as the reference marker
str-r4l.
Recombinant  Frequency relative  to to str-ri4  Expected frequency
r36  0.086  0.3+0.63
r39  0.041  0.03
r36-r39  0.072  0.07
Total  0.199  1.1
cells at the third division following DNA uptake,  a low-efficiency  gene,  opt-r,
is  always  transmitted  to  progeny  at  the  second  division  (14,  15).  This  sug-
gests  that  transformants  become  homozygous  or  homoduplex  for  low-effi-
ciency  genes,  acquired  through  transformation,  one  replication cycle  earlier
than for  high-efficiency  genes.  The  generality  of  this  transmission  pattern
has now been established  for high- and low-efficiency  sites in the amiA region
(24).
This has  been  done  in  the following  way.  Wild-type  cells  are  allowed  to
fix  transforming  DNA  for  10  min,  arresting  absorption  with  DNAase.  The
cells  are then  diluted  eightfold into fresh  medium,  and  allowed  to divide  at
37 °C. Divisions of these cells are synchronized for at least three fissions follow-
ing  dilution  (23).  Sonication,  applied  at  appropriate  moments,  separates
cells  at  successive  divisions,  producing  suspensions  which  are  composed  of
from 50 to 80%  of single  cocci,  and causing  as little  as  10%  mortality. The
moment  of transmission  of markers can be assessed quantitatively  by making
cell  counts  and measuring  the  numbers  of colony-forming  units able  to give
rise to transformants  before and after sonication.
Since  these  (tedious)  experiments  have  been  performed  quantitatively
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with  the  str-r41 and  opt-r  marker  genes,  and  their  distinctive  transmission
patterns  established,  one  can  use  these  genes  as  reference  genes  for  study
of the transmission pattern  of any other marker  gene.  Without  determining
mortality and degree  of separation,  one can decide whether  the transmission
pattern is like that of the str-r41 gene or the opt-r gene by measuring the ratios
of the various  transformants  to each  other, at the outset,  and following soni-
MODE  OF  TRANSMISSION  OF  ACQUIRED  GENES
w  ~  ~  ~  ~  -.--
HE  MUTANTS:
DIVISION  I
DIVISION  2  |
ONE  HOMODUPLEX  FOR  MARKER
DIVISION  |
ONE  HOMODUPLEX  FOR  MARKER
FIGURE  11.  Diagram  showing  how  the  correcting  mechanism  would  lead  to  early
homozygosity  if it removed  the DNA strand derived from  the recipient cell  once out of
10 times, and repaired  along the template provided  by the donor  DNA strand.
cation  after  successive  divisions.  For  example,  at the  outset,  the  ratio opt-r/
str-r41 may be 0.1; the ratio will be  unchanged  in sonicates  made following
the first division, but will rise to 0.15 to 0.2 in sonicates made any time follow-
ing  the  second  division,  the  amount  of  rise depending  on  the  effectiveness
of sonication  in  separating  the  cells.  One  can  then  examine  whether  the
proportion  of  transformants  for  another  genetic  marker  rises  also,  in  the
same  manner,  or  remains  constant.  The  essential  task  in  these experiments
is  to count  enough  colonies  of  each  kind  of transformant  to  be  sure  of the
statistical significance  of a rise, or the absence of a rise.
In this way it has been established  that low-efficiency  marker genes  of the
amiA region are  transmitted  as  is the  opt-r gene,  while high-efficiency  marker
genes are transmitted as  is the str-r4! gene.
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This  difference  in  transmission  pattern  is  readily  explained  if we  assume
(a)  that homologous  pairing  occurs  between  single-stranded  complements;
(b) that high-efficiency genes are rendered homozygous  (homoduplex)  through
semiconservative  replication;  and  (c) that low-efficiency  genes  are  rendered
homoduplex  through  excision  and  repair  before  the  first  cell  division  takes
place  (Fig.  11).
DISCUSSION
The picture of genetic recombination at the molecular level, obtained through
fine structure  mapping techniques,  is that  of a basic  pattern of intense,  and
essentially  random  exchanges  occurring  between  the  donor DNA fragment,
and  the  recipient  chromosome.  Calculation  of the  average  length  of donor
DNA  polynucleotide  sequence  inserted  into  a  recipient  chromosome  has
been  set as probably not greater than a double-stranded  sequence  of molecu-
lar weight  3  X  105, or a single-stranded  sequence  half this molecular  weight.
However,  this  calculation  is  subject  to one  important  assumption,  namely,
that  the  minimal  recombination  value  observed  in  our  intensely  mapped
region  corresponds  to  recombination  between  adjacent  base  pairs.  We  are
attempting  to verify this  assumption experimentally,  by several independent
means,  and  hope  to have  either  proof or disproof of its validity  before  very
long.  If  we  accept  the  calculation  as  valid,  and  assume  that  "insertion"
means  physical  insertion  of  donor  polynucleotide  sequence  into  recipient
chromosome,  then  it would  appear  that estimation  according  to which  re-
combination  is  accompanied  by the  physical  insertion  of  a  single-stranded
donor  segment  of 1  106  molecular  weight,  is  too high  by nearly an order  of
magnitude.
Whatever the truth turns out to be in so far  as our genetic  measurement  is
concerned,  it would seem  likely  a priori  that the density-labeling  technique
would  lead  to  an overestimate.  The  experimental  conditions  in transforma-
tion  are  such  that  the  resolution  of  the  density-labeling  technique  is  de-
creased,  relative  to  resolution  in  phage,  owing  to  the  admixture  of  large
amounts  of unrecombined  DNA from  recipient  cells  with  the  recombinant
DNA,  creating  serious  hydrodynamic  problems.  Further,  it would  be  diffi-
cult  to  ascertain  whether  the  increased  density  of  recombinant  molecules
recovered  in  the  density-labeling  experiments  is  due  to  the  insertion  of  a
segment  of donor polynucleotide  sequence  in  the  form of one  piece,  or due
to  the  insertion  of several  segments  of smaller  molecular  weight,  separated
by segments derived  from  the  recipient  chromosome,  for  the  CsCl gradient
technique is  not useful  for the study  of DNA fragments  of molecular  weight
much lower than  106. The experimenter is,  thus, going to find those recombin-
ant molecules which his technique  enables him  to  find,  and  this  may  prove
to be a highly biased sample.  While low resolving power  is not a limitation of
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genetic  methods,  other  kinds of errors  can  be made with  them,  as  already
stressed,  so  that  in  conclusion  we  can  only  suspect  that the  inserted  donor
material is in the form of several rather short polynucleotide sequences, rather
than one long insertion.  We cannot  affirm it.
Turning  now to the  question  of whether  copy-choice  is occurring,  we  can
concede  that this too is still an open question.  What our experiments  do very
strongly  indicate  is  destruction-choice  followed  by repair,  as a  fundamental
feature of recombination in transformation.  It would appear that at the stage
of the formation of a primary recombinant  structure,  i.e.  at an early stage in
the  reaction  between  donor  DNA  and  recipient  chromosome,  a  mecha-
nism  enters  into  action  which  destroys  certain  segments  of  either  donor  or
recipient  polynucleotide  strands,  showing,  however,  a  strong  preference  for
destroying  the  donor  nucleotide  sequence.  The  signal  for  this  destruction
would  appear  to  be  the configuration  of the  region  which  is  heterozygous
(heteroduplex)  for a particular kind of mutational  site. The mutations which
evoke  the  destruction  mechanism  seem  to  be  point  mutations.  We  would
like to suggest that destruction  is the effect of error-correcting  enzymes,  which
are  recognizing  single  unpaired  bases  along  a linear  hybrid  structure,  the
latter, in all likelihood, a heteroduplex  composed of one strand of donor and
one  of  recipient  DNA.  The  correcting  process  would  presumably  have  to
intervene  after  the  basic mechanism of recombination has occurred, in order  to  ex-
plain  why  relative  map distances  are  the  same for high-  and low-efficiency
recipients.
The delayed  onset  of  transmission  of acquired  genes  to  progeny,  already
established  some  years  ago  for  high-efficiency  genes,  taken  in  conjunction
with  the  fact  that recombinant  DNA  molecules  appear  just a  few  minutes
after DNA uptake, has long suggested  that genetic integration in transforma-
tion proceeds  through the formation  of a heteroduplex hybrid.  DNA replica-
tion  would  thus  be  required  to  obtain  a  homoduplex  transformed  chromo-
some,  following  which  transmission  to  progeny  would  occur.  The  physical
data appear to confirm this image of genetic integration  (6-8). Our own data
on the fate  of low-efficiency  genes,  known  to undergo partial  destruction  in
the cell,  and  to  be transmitted  one  division  sooner  than  are  high-efficiency
genes,  are  very beautifully  explained  by destruction  of one  of two strands  of
such a  heteroduplex,  followed  by repair.  However,  we shall have  to obtain
physical and chemical characterization  of the primary recombinant structure,
and  physical  and chemical  proof of excision,  in order to be absolutely  certain
that this is the correct picture.
The  extended  excision,  or  destruction-choice  mechanism,  brings  a  new
unity with respect  to genetic  data  on recombination  in transformation,  and
possibly with respect to other systems  as well.  In  our cross, reported in Table
III, with  high- and low-efficiency  markers in cis position  we have  a stunningGENETIC  TRANSFORMATION
example  of  what  Ravin  has  called  the  "marker  effect"  on  recombination
(25);  i.e.,  a  strong  effect  on  the  types  of  recombinants  recovered  which
is dependent  on the spatial arrangement  of the markers.  Owing to the favor-
able  circumstances  of  our  crossing  system,  we  can  see  that  it  is  the  high-
efficiency site which is destroyed  to about the same extent as the low-efficiency
site, when the two are in the cis as opposed to the trans position. Thus, marker
effects  and  efficiency  can  be  considered  two  manifestations  of a  single  phe-
nomenon. The  "depressor"  region of Green  (26)  can  also be interpreted  by
this mechanism.  In  certain  recipients,  a DNA  marked  with a str-r mutation
behaves  as  a low-efficiency  site,  while in  other recipients  as a high.  A small
genetic  difference  between  donor  DNA  and recipient,  present  near  the  str-r
gene,  could  serve  as  a  recognition  site  for  the  excision  enzyme,  rendering
transforming  efficiency  low when titered on a particular  strain.
Finally, Whitehouse  (27)  has developed extensive models of recombination
involving  heteroduplex  DNA,  and  postulated  that  gene conversion  (in par-
ticular  polarized  gene  conversion  in Ascomycetes)  is  due  to  the action  of a
correction  process  on heteroduplex hybrid DNA.  Our experiments,  in which
in  addition to genetic  crossing  we have  the  unique chance  of measuring  the
specific  destruction  of certain  genetic  sites  in transforming  DNA during  the
recombination  process,  give  substantive support to these models.
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